
 —  Life is peachy: Discover 
 Tropicandi style 
 When it’s sunny, even your décor wants to shine. Get to know more 
 about Tropicandi - a hybrid trend that combines the dreamy Palm 
 Springs colour palette with a touch of Scandinavian cool. 

 Amthal Karim, Head of Design at  Furniture And Choice  comments: 

 Manhattan 2 Seater Sofa  -  www.furniturechoice.co.uk 

 “Tropicandi celebrates the best of summer with its bold and cheerful style. Bringing 

 together tropical décor and Scandinavian style may seem surprising initially but they 

 have more similarities than you think! For one thing, they both bring touches of the 

 outdoors inside through their décor. 

https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/living-room-furniture/sofas/fabric-sofas/manhattan-dove-grey-plush-fabric-2-seater-sofa_fs10003164
http://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/


 Tropicandi takes a lot of inspiration from Palm Springs design. Think airy open plan 

 living with retro-inspired pieces and splashes of colour. Combine that with Scandi’s 

 sleek, minimal style and you get a cheerful summer vibe that’s fresh, chic and utterly 

 Instagrammable. 

 Hudson and Bewley Dining Set  -  www.furniturechoice.co.uk 

 The Tropicandi colour palette has to include peach - after all, what’s Palm Springs 

 style without peach and sky blue? Sage green and light pink are also colours 

 originally part of the popular design trend so channel that retro aesthetic by 

 introducing dreamy California tones. The key element is to make the most of your 

 natural lighting. The sunshine streaming into your home is the magic ingredient to 

 make it feel like you’re chilling at a celeb pad in LA. 

 Neutral touches are also essential in creating this look. Taking inspiration from the 

 Palm Springs desert, earthy tones are the way to go as well as crisp whites to evoke 

 the clear sky. Bringing in splashes of pastel colours will also accentuate the retro 

 motel aesthetic - think flamingo pink or teal tints for that fresh and funky pop of 

 colour. 
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https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/dining-room-furniture/dining-tables-and-chairs/hudson-round-oak-extending-dining-table-with-4-bewley-light-grey-fabric-chairs_ds10016866
http://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/


 What else makes Tropicandi stand out? It’s the subtle glamour thanks to its Palm 

 Springs influence. Accessories go hand in hand with making this colour palette stand 

 out. Pay homage to its retro roots by giving pastels more vibrance and meaning. Pick 

 soft furnishings with patterns like a cushion with stripes or a colourful throw to match 

 the summery look. It’s also not Tropicandi without palm trees and sunshine so if you 

 have any photos of your holiday snaps lying around it’s a good idea to frame up and 

 display them. 

 Harlow L-Shape Sofa  -  www.furniturechoice.co.uk 

 Tropicandi also brings together tropical and Scandi decor’s shared love of natural 

 materials. Wood plays an important part in bringing this trend to life through furniture, 

 flooring or accessories. A wooden dining set or coffee table helps highlight both 

 tropical style and Scandi elements thanks to their relaxing texture. There’s also no 

 such thing as too many plants for this trend! The California aesthetic doesn’t stop 

 here with palms and monsteras. Hanging plants like pothos or ivy also fit right in and 

 complete the tropical touches.” 

 For more ideas, read our guide on  Tropicandi  to achieve  this look at home. 
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https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/living-room-furniture/sofas/corner-sofas/new-harlow-dove-grey-plush-fabric-l-shape-corner-sofa-rhf_cs10002064
http://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/inspiration/tropicandi-decor-get-the-look_a10000260
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 ENDS 

 For more information or to contact our PR team, please visit our  Press Centre  . 

 About Furniture And Choice: 

 We’re a furniture company that helps you achieve stylish room ideas at 
 feel-good prices. We back it up with free delivery, free returns, 0% finance, UK 
 customer service and thousands of independent 5-star reviews. 

 Keep on living with Furniture And Choice. 

 To find out more, visit  https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/about-us/ 
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